
ESSAYS OUTLINES TO COMPLETE

Learn how to write an essay outline. With more focused training and coaching, I was able to finish 2nd in the State
Championship meet.

Most commonly, an essay is written following a 5-paragraph structure, addressing the key points that you have
laid out in the outline. Go through each category and ask yourself, "If I were to place this piece of information
in a file cabinet, what would I label that cabinet? Do I have a controlling idea that guides the development of
the entire piece of writing? Her purpose is to inform, and her audience is a general audience of her fellow
college students. It can be modified as you continue the writing process. We describe the situation or give
facts then, draw a conclusion. Julia H. Although, it's better to take a sheet of paper and sketch out a rough
outline sample. Plug the list of your ideas in order in I-D. Major Point 4: People with more financial worries
have more stress and worse physical health. The student should not treat these elements of the text formally. If
you think that a paragraph might become too long or stringy, add an additional paragraph to your outline,
renumbering the main points appropriately. An essay conclusion In summary, as a rule, the conclusion
summarizes everything that was said in the essay. The ordeal can be life-threatening, or simply socially
depriving. I vividly remember standing in an empty amphitheatre pretending to be an ancient tragedian,
picking out my favorite sculpture in the Acropolis museum, and inserting our family into modified tales of the
battle at Troy. Skip even outlining the intro for now. Sample Major Point: Employment and physical health
may be a good first major point for this sample paper. Families go out to restaurants, cafes, and parks without
interacting with each other due to their addiction to cell-phones. After gathering and evaluating the
information you found for your essay, the next step is to write a working, or preliminary, thesis statement. I
was nine years old when my family visited Greece. Sample Conclusion: For this paper, a conclusion might
restate the central argument the link between lack of education and health issues and go on to connect that
discussion to a larger discussion of the U. Minor Point 2: Stress manifests itself in physical form cite sources
VI. Is my outline in the best orderâ€”chronological order, spatial order, or order of importanceâ€”for me to
present my main points? Be aware to build the main part according to the laws of logic. In the seven years
since I first walked through the doors of name deleted , I have learned not only the idea of giving to others, but
also of deriving from them a sense of spirit. Use the outline to guide you sentence by sentence. What emotions
might these ideas bring up and how can you counterbalance them with facts? The working thesis statement
expresses the main idea that you want to develop in the entire piece of writing. What key words do you want
to use? Minor Point 2: Stress is highly correlated with mental health issues cite sources. First argument: High
amounts of cell-phone usage results in negative health consequences. Make a list of ideas and pick the ones
that peak your interest. Do I need to add more support? Do any seem repetitive? Give yourself 5 minutes for
each idea and just write everything that comes to mind without editing or stopping. For simplicity, the model
shows them only under the first main point. The most common orders are chronological order, spatial order,
and order of importance. Eight years and half a dozen passport stamps later I have come to value what I have
learned on these journeys about global history, politics and culture, as well as my family and myself.


